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          NEWS & UPDATES: 

          
            
            Conflict of Interest Declaration, E- Resource Centre for Tobacco Control, PGIMER Chandigarh      |      Smoking is injurious to health: 88% Indians back tougher laws      |      Indians want strict tobacco control, demand removal of smoking zones: Report      |      Deputy Tahsildar MaachanaRaghunandhan helps many stub the butt inTelangana      |      Global study points to rampant tobacco use among adolescents, children      |      TNPFTC extends support to proposed COTPA Amendment Bill, 2020      |      India’s Tobacco Control Act must be amended, should recognise WHO guidelines,says report      |      Protecting children and youth, the policymakers’ responsibility      |     
            
          

          

        

      

    

  







  
    
      
        
          About Us

          
          
 Resource Center For Tobacco Control

          
          E-RCTC, a joint initiative of PGIMER Chandigarh and The Union, is emerging as one of the most-sought-after platforms that showcases tobacco control initiatives, updates, policies, resource materials etc. from the length and breadth of the country. It has helped in strengthening National Control Tobacco Programme (NTCP) to a great extent.

            

            Further, this online hub contains latest notifications and circulars by national and state government's related to effective implementation of NTCP. E-RCTC compiles and channelizes the correct and reliable information, and then disseminates it from one source. 

          Read More 
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              Report – Induction Training for Project Partners and staff on Tobacco Control

              June 21, 2018
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              WNTD National Summit (2020) - Report May 29, 2020
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              Meghalaya- Report on TFEI Webinar on 14th August 2020
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              Puducherry - High Level workshop at the state level on the policy of Article 5.3

              Aug 30, 2019
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              Meghalaya - Report on High Level Worksop at State Level on the policy FCTC Article 5.3
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              5th NCTOH (Virtual)

              Sep 25, 2020
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              Telanagana - Flash Mob staged at World Lung Conference, Hyderabad

              Oct 30, 2019
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              Roundtable Consultation of Colition Partners for Development of Resource Centre - Tobacco Control

              July 27, 2018
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              Webinar Report on Tobacco Free Schools - A Way Forward To Smoke Free Education

              Oct 7, 2020
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              Report - Regional Level Workshop

              Dec 6, 2019
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              Puduchery - Sensitisation Workshop & DLCC meeting - 30 JAN, 2020

              Jan 30, 2020
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              Dr Rana J Singh

              Deputy Regional Director,

                International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease

            

            
            
            
            
              All our implementers, academician and stakeholder will have access to relevant information through the E-RCTC that serves as a one-point reference centre.
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              Mr. Deepak Mishra

               Executive Director, SEEDS, New Delhi

            

            
            
            
            
              It’s a unique initiative that will immensely help the people implemen ting tobacco control programme at the grassroots level. 
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              Dr Gopal Chauhan

               State Nodal Officer, NTCP, Himachal Pradesh

            

            
            
            
            
              It will help in the implementation of tobacco control laws and programmes
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              Dr Star Pala 

               Associate Professor, Department of Community Medicine, NEIGRIHMS, Shillong

               
              
            

            
            
            
            
              E- RCTC is unique in many ways and my experience is that it gives almost all the information needed for tobacco control activities with immense collection of notifications, guidelines etc. This is very helpful, especially for a state which is starting to implement tobacco control programmes. I hope that E-RCTC continues to serve very useful resources for all stakeholders in the country and globally as well. 
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              Dr. Sonu Goel

              Director E-RCTC, Professor, DCM & SPH, PGIMER Chandigarh 

            

            
            
            
            
              E-RCTC intend to catalyze tobacco control activities in the country and foster multi-sectoral convergence between organizations for 'Tobacco Free India'. This will help government, academia and nongovernment sectors to effectively implement tobacco control initiatives. 
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              Prof. K. Srinath Reddy 

               President, Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI), New Delhi

            

            
            
            
            
              The e-Resource Centre for Tobacco Control is a very valuable asset from which tobacco control researchers, advocates and policy makers can draw updated information and documentary resources to support and guide their work. It is the beating heart of the tobacco control movement in India. 
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              Dr. A.M. Kadri 

               Secretary General, IAPSM

            

            
            
            
            
              Tobacco consumption is assuming a bigger threat to the people’s health. It is not only behaviour change which can prevent the ill effects of tobacco but also good advocacy with the various stakeholders can help in meeting this challenge. Policy makers, planners and managers also require evidences for better decision making. E-RCTC can bridge this gap can help in efforts of mitigating the effect of tobacco.
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              Shri Mangal Panday

              Hon'ble Health Minister, Govt of Bihar

            

            
            
            
            
              The E-Resource Centre for Tobacco Control (ERCTC), an initiative by Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education & Research (PGIMER) Chandigarh provides all relevant information related to tobacco control under one roof. The E-RCTC showcases a repository of latest orders, circulars, notifications & many others that are being released from time to time both by the state and central governments to curb the tobacco menace. The E-RCTC would also help counter the misleading facts on tobacco control which exist on various web engines
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              Prof. K. Srinath Reddy

              President, Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI), New Delhi

            

            
            
            
            
              The e-Resource Centre for Tobacco Control is a very valuable asset from which tobacco control researchers, advocates and policy makers can draw updated information and documentary resources to support and guide their work. It is the beating heart of the tobacco control movement in India.
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              Dr. L. Swasticharan

              MD MPH Chief Medical Officer National Tobacco Control Programme and National Oral Health Programme, MoHFW, New Delhi

            

            
            
            
            
              Tobacco Control needs to be taken up as a social movement and an all-government approach. The control efforts made by various stakeholders need to be concerted and well-orchestrated for logical results for an ultimate tobacco endgame in this world. This journey would need information, data, research studies, best-practices etc under a roof. If you are looking for one such source, please look at the www.rctcpgi.org. I congratulate PGIMER, Chandigarh and the Union for this good initiative Let us all populate this source with richer information for action.
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              Dr. Mira B Aghi

              Behavioural Scientist, Communication Expert

            

            
            
            
            
              PGIMER’s E-Resource Centre is a storehouse of knowledge about tobacco control. To see it being used so broadly is a testimony to that. Its website is a great boon to professionals, offering a quick and easy way to find information on all aspects of tobacco control.
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              Prof. Ravi Mehrora

              Director, ICMR-National Institute of Cancer Prevention and Research

            

            
            
            
            
              For quite sometime there was a need felt to have one-stop window for all information on tobacco control. The E-RCTC greatly fills this gap for the country. We at NICPR and the WHO FCTC Global Knowledge hub on Smokeless Tobacco remains committed to contribute, share and use the information from this unique platform.
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          Tobacco-Free Times 

            Our bi-monthly publication “Tobacco-Free Times” contains opinions of global public health experts, and also highlights the recent and important global news updates related to tobacco.
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           World conference on Lung health, 2023

           Date: Nov 15- 18, 2023
          Venue:  Paris, France

           Read More   



        



            
           World conference on Lung Cancer 

           Date: Sept 9- 12th, 2023
          Venue: Singapore 

           Read More   


          
        

    

     
           Global tobacco control conferences,2023 

           Date: November 2023
          Venue: Panama Convention Centre, Panama City

           Read More   


          
        

    
    
          6th National Conference on Tobacco or Health (NCTOH)

           Date: February 16-18, 2024 
          Venue:  India Habitat Centre, New Delhi, India

           Read More   
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              About Us


              

                

               E-RCTC, a joint initiative of PGIMER Chandigarh and The Union, is emerging as one of the most-sought-after platforms that showcases tobacco control initiatives, updates, policies, resource materials etc. from the length and breadth of the country. It has helped in strengthening National Control Tobacco Programme (NTCP) to a great extent.





Further, this online hub contains latest notifications and circulars by national and state government's related to effective implementation of NTCP..
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                  	» About Resource Centre
	» Policies and Legislations
	» WHO FCTC 
	» MPOWER
	» Illicit Trade Protocol
	» FSSAI
	» Poison Act
	» Pesticide Act
	» Legal Metrology Act



                

              


            


            

              External Useful links 


           

               



                  

                

                  	» National Tobacco Control Programme
	» Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 
	» WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC)’
	» The UNION – Tobacco Control 
	» Smokeless Tobacco Control In India
	» Institute for Global Tobacco Control (IGTC)
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                Department of Community Medicine & School of Public Health,

Sector 12 Chandigarh

India 160012


                Email: rctcupdates@gmail.com
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